**ABSTRACT – REZUMAT**

Clothing fashion brands

In the fashion industry brands are especially important, because the competition is high, and companies need to attract new customers and keep them. Successful branding requires a good knowledge of consumers and their purchasing processes. Brands have an important function in the fashion world, both for businesses and consumers. The brand is assured to the consumers by the quality and by acquiring some image and status in the company. A strong brand makes a profit for the company. In addition, a strong brand enables setting high prices and expansion of product range and introducing new products.

In the survey, we wanted to examine the behaviour of customers in the clothing brands in the Slovenian market. We used a survey questionnaire to get the appropriate answers.

The survey found that most respondents want to buy clothes in larger shopping centres and in the Internet, most often during the sale after the season.
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Branduri de modă pentru îmbrăcăminte

În modă, brandurile din industrie sunt deosebit de importante, deoarece concurența este mare, iar companiile trebuie să atragă noi clienți și să-i păstreze. Brandingul de succes necesita o bună cunoaștere a consumatorilor și a proceselor de cumpărare ale acestora. Brandurile au o funcție importantă în lumea modei, atât pentru companii, cât și pentru consumatori. Brandul asigură consumatorilor o înaltă calitate și dobândirea unei anumite imagini și statut în companie. Un brand puternic face profit pentru companie. În plus, un brand puternic permite stabilirea unor prețuri ridicate și extinderea gamei de produse, precum și introducerea de produse noi pe piață.

În cadrul sondajului, am dorit să analizăm comportamentul clienților în ceea ce privește brandurile de modă pentru îmbrăcăminte de pe piață slovenă. Am folosit un chestionar de sondaj pentru a obține răspunsurile adecvate. Sondajul a constatat că majoritatea respondenților doresc să cumpere produse de îmbrăcăminte din centre comerciale mai mari și de pe internet, cel mai adesea în timpul reducerilor de la finalul sezonului.

**Cuvinte-cheie:** brand, modă, comportamentul consumatorilor, îmbrăcăminte la modă

**INTRODUCTION**

Fashion marketing uses a number of techniques and business philosophy that focus on actual and potential buyers of clothing and fashion accessories in order to achieve long-term goals of the organization [1].

In the fashion industry, the brand is a means of identification with certain fashion trends, styles and ways of life. A good brand has a clear identity. Developing and building a brand is a strategically oriented activity. Understanding relationships between users and their fashion brands is essential for the marketing, as these links significantly affect the profitability of the company [2].

In the clothing industry fashion is dominant, which is why this industry is so specific and constantly under the influence of fashion culture. In the world, fashion and design are the leading European clothing industries. From the industry’s point of view, a limited timeframe implies the increased need for flexibility in production, permitting continuous introduction of new lines and collections to the market, to satisfy the continuously evolving interests and expectations of consumers [3].

The trend of fashion development focuses on emphasizing comfort, focusing on light, breathable and warm materials adapted for the season. The advantage of today’s fashion is the possibility of a comprehensive combination of clothing [4]. Retailers establish indirect contact between manufacturers and end-users. Their task is to ensure the appropriate volume and structure of supplies at affordable locations, at the same time and at prices that are acceptable to the end consumers [5, 6].

**FASHION CLOTHING**

Fashion is a unique, exciting and very dynamic market that undoubtedly shows an ability to generate changes of a social or cultural nature [7]. Fashion clothing has been described as possessing something approximating a code it is ever shifting and changing. Fashion clothing is considered a highly
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**INTRODUCTION**

Fashion marketing uses a number of techniques and business philosophy that focus on actual and potential buyers of clothing and fashion accessories in order to achieve long-term goals of the organization [1].

In the fashion industry, the brand is a means of identification with certain fashion trends, styles and ways of life. A good brand has a clear identity. Developing and building a brand is a strategically oriented activity. Understanding relationships between users and their fashion brands is essential for the marketing, as these links significantly affect the profitability of the company [2].

In the clothing industry fashion is dominant, which is why this industry is so specific and constantly under the influence of fashion culture. In the world, fashion and design are the leading European clothing industries. From the industry’s point of view, a limited timeframe implies the increased need for flexibility in production, permitting continuous introduction of new lines and collections to the market, to satisfy the continuously evolving interests and expectations of consumers [3].

The trend of fashion development focuses on emphasizing comfort, focusing on light, breathable and warm materials adapted for the season. The advantage of today’s fashion is the possibility of a comprehensive combination of clothing [4]. Retailers establish indirect contact between manufacturers and end-users. Their task is to ensure the appropriate volume and structure of supplies at affordable locations, at the same time and at prices that are acceptable to the end consumers [5, 6].

**FASHION CLOTHING**

Fashion is a unique, exciting and very dynamic market that undoubtedly shows an ability to generate changes of a social or cultural nature [7]. Fashion clothing has been described as possessing something approximating a code it is ever shifting and changing. Fashion clothing is considered a highly
expressive product and one that is often used to communicate one's image and social position [8, 9]. The consumption of fashion clothing is in fact a sign of a society that focuses on status and is evidence of movement toward a heightened consciousness of the role of consumption and the value clothes play in communication status. Fashion carries status and is symbolic in expressing one's identity and importance [10].

Global mass-market fashion and beauty companies use standardized advertising to sell products to customers around the world to a greater extent than companies in other industries. For fashion companies, a crucial component of success is the presentation of a coherent brand to customers around the world [11].

Consumers are an important part of the fashion system because they can create a valuable influence in the pursuit of sustainability in the fashion industry [12, 13].

The brand gives the users psychological satisfaction and represents a greater guarantee of quality than the high price. The user associates the brand with quality, credibility and value. Customers evaluate brand performance differently and are prepared to pay more or less. The brand is therefore nothing more than a group of loyal users, so the activities of the manufacturer are aimed at extending the loyalty period of the selected brand.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF USERS TO THE PURCHASE OF CLOTHING BRANDS

Today's customer in the developed world does not always have more needs, but has more and more wishes, which are different, special and more demanding. Products, services and processes are becoming much more complex than they used to be. Buyers are becoming increasingly demanding and living in the time of the economy of desire and imagination, and not in the economy of needs. The desire of each designer is to form, the producer (both in the field of yarn, textiles and clothing) produce and the trader will only purchase such products that will be interesting for users. Experience, a comprehensive overview of events and changes in society and a good knowledge of the target group of users are needed for them to understand, anticipate and predict the wishes and needs of users.

In order to find out what is the attitude of consumers to purchasing clothes and the role of brands in the purchase process, we conducted a primary survey in 2018.

The questionnaire was completed by 235 adult individuals. It was submitted via online survey. The majority of respondents are female, with 143 responses, representing 61%. The males represent 39% of the sample, making 92 responses. Regarding their age, the majority focuses on the age group of 18 to 25 (31%), followed by the age group of 34 to 41 (29%), then 26 to 33 (17%) age and 42 to 49 years (14%). Only 9% respondents represent the group with more than 50 years.

First, we wanted to find out the gender, age and amount of monthly income. Then we were interested when and where consumers buy their clothes and what factors are most influencing their purchase of clothing. With the next question, we wanted to find out where shoppers get information about fashion clothing brands. Finally, we were interested in how consumers are loyal to the selected fashion clothes brands and their opinion about trademark counterfeiting.

Table 1 shows that for the most respondents the monthly income is between 1,000 and 1,500 euro, and the next most common answer is less than 1,000 euro.

The next question was about the time of buying clothes.

The results in table 2 show that shoppers mostly buy during the post-season sales and equally throughout the year. The least they buy when new collections come to the market.

With the next question, the respondents identified where they most often buy clothes. We got the following answers.

Most of them buy clothes in bigger shopping centres, because all stores are in one place and the shopping is quicker. In particular, the younger ones also buy online, while the elderly still have a high level of mistrust when buying online. The smallest group of them buy through catalogue sales and boutiques of...
Slovenian designers, as they are accessible only to a handful of users.
We also wanted to know how fashion-clothing brands are important in shopping.

When asked how important fashion clothing brands are to users, 38% of respondents said that brands were very important, 35% said they were important but not decisive, and 27% of respondents said that brands are not important.
The following question was related to the purchase of domestic and foreign brands

We were also interested in what factors most influence shoppers when buying clothes. The results showed that shoppers first look at the price, which is expected data in today’s time and match the structure of the personal monthly income of the respondents, since most of them belong to the lower income group. The quality is only on the fourth place. As other, respondents indicated the lists of the packaging, the look of the product, the image of product, the colour of clothing and the clothing material.

When asked how important fashion clothing brands are to users, 38% of respondents said that brands were very important, 35% said they were important but not decisive, and 27% of respondents said that brands are not important.
The following question was related to the purchase of domestic and foreign brands

Most respondents said that they are first attracted by the design of the product, which is understandable, as even before the customer sees the price and quality of the product, the clothes can be seen from afar and then one look at the quality, price or brand name. The brand name is also very important, as it is the second most common answer. As other, the respondent stated the colour of the clothes, the clothing material and the fact that the clothes are displayed in the exhibition.
Where do shoppers get information about fashion clothing brands was our next question. The table 8 shows that shoppers get the most information about brands on the Internet, which is logical, since the Internet has become an important factor in all other areas in the last decade. Friends and fashion shows are also an important source of information. The most common way to get information about brand is from newspaper and mail sent to home. As
other, respondents cited leaflets and outdoor advertising. We were also interested how customers are loyal to individual brands.

The results showed that customers are very loyal to individual brands or are loyal at least as long as they do not find a better brand. It is therefore important that companies invest heavily in brand names and build a brand identity.

Trademark counterfeiting is widespread in the world, especially in the fashion brand of clothing and footwear. Replies of respondents to this question are shown in the table 10.

Nearly three quarters of respondents believe that trademark counterfeiting is ethically controversial, which is a positive thing. Buying a fake product instead of a recognized brand is a harmful act, because it can hide the exploitation of children and the possible use of toxic substances. It is an illegal act and through the Internet sale of counterfeit goods, it is spreading even faster. That is why it is important for consumers to be aware of what they are doing when they buy fake products.

Finally, we asked respondents about buying fake brands. 37% respondents said they had already purchased a fake brand and 62% had never bought. Despite the fact that the majority believe that purchase, of a fake brand is ethically controversial, as many as 37% have purchased such products. Maybe that is so because the original products are much more expensive and more difficult to get it. However, counterfeiting is also, in some ways, theft, as counterfeiters violate intellectual property laws. If someone buys such products, they can support the exploitation of children and finances illegal activities.

CONCLUSIONS

Fashion offers the consumers the ability to express individuality and has been constantly changing and bringing about novelties throughout history. A successful fashion clothes brand must evoke positive feelings for the consumer, and must represent confidence, quality, reliability and prestige. Therefore, companies need to design and build strong brands, with a clear identity. In the fashion industry, brands are particularly important as competition is high and businesses need to attract and retain new customers.

Successful branding requires a good knowledge of consumers and their purchasing processes. In the fashion industry, understanding the concept of fashion marketing is extremely important, as companies face great competition from new products. The domestic supply of clothing is relatively modest. The main reason is that in Slovenia there are just a few Slovenian clothes brands of average quality that would be accessible to most consumers. We have some top designers who design prestigious fashion clothes for only a handful of individuals. The supply of foreign clothing brands is very good in Slovenia, because Slovenia is part of the European Union, where the range of different fashion clothing brands is huge from all over the world.
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